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Photographing wildflowers can be frustrating at times. It seems that every time I head out
to a trail or meadow where wildflowers grow the wind kicks up like crazy. Even a very mild
wind can ruin a wildflower photo shoot as they are so delicate. It takes patience to wait the
wind and other conditions out but patience is what is required to get good wildflower shots.
I’m not talking about just leaning over a wildflower and snapping off a photo; my intent,
when I shoot wildflowers, is to create a piece of artwork that shows the f lowerr for the
beautiful natural creation that is or shows it as I see it as artwork. My technique includes
attempting to get a creative, well-composed shot and then using Adobe Lightroom, and
sometimes Photoshop, to enhance my image.
So, in this book I’ll simply tell you what I do to get wildflower shots, which may differ widely
from what someone else does. I don’t think there is a right and wrong way to get these shots
but some photographers do get shots that turn out much better than other photographers
and there is a reason for that. Most likely they take more care and give the subject more
thought and that is what I’ll try to convey here, how to do that. You might not like how I
photograph flowers but perhaps these tips will help you to improve your wildflower photos
and you might learn something you did not know or have not experienced.

Poppy, f/11, 1/6400.

Fairy Lantern Seed Pos, ISO 200, 1/6400, f/6.3.

Let’s start with what a toolkit for a
wildflower shoot might contain.
Your
camera, several lenses, a tripod that you can
adjust to sit almost on the ground, a pair of
small clippers, perhaps tweezers (although I
usually forget these), a spread to sit on, a hat
to block sun, a flashlight or other small light
to use in shadows. This might all seem odd to
you if you have not been shooting
wildflowers but all of these items can help
you to get a quality wildflower shot. Wearing
good solid shoes is also a help when
shooting wildflowers; solid shoes are good
for tamping down the weeds. Another item
that is good to have along is a fairly large
piece of black foam core board.
(Top: taken outside pointing the camera
upward toward the sky. Photo right: also
taken outside.)

Fairy Lantern Seed Pod, ISO 200, 1/640, f/6.3.

If you are new to photography
you will find that it is impossible to
get into focus all of the flowers on a
plant, unless those flowers are in
the same focal plane (or you use a
focus stacking technique which I
will not discuss here). This is
because your camera will only
focus on one focal plane at a time.
So, if three flowers are lined up
next to each other in the same
focal plane all three flowers will be
sharp. If however, which is most
often the case, the flowers are in
back or in front of each other only
one will be very sharp. So, you will
have to choose on the plant the
point where you want your viewers
to focus, that focal point will be the
heart of the image and will be
sharp while everything not in that
focal plane will be less sharp or
blurred. This will occur no matter
at what aperture you choose to
shoot at.
(Right: taken outside in the early
morning light and the light was
perfect
to
blacken
the
background.)

Fairy Lantern plant going to see, ISO 200, 1/640, f6.3.

Over time I’ve learned that the
background for a wildflower can
make or break the shot. The
background is dependent upon
many things, the aperture you use,
the quality of your lens, the camera
you use, the weather, the
environment, your ability to
discern how a background will turn
out, and other things, too. The
basic premise of wildflower
shooting is to isolate the subject by
blurring out or minimizing the
background while keeping the
subject sharp.
(Left: the result of Photo Stacking. I
took a focused shot of each center
flower and then stacked them
together in software.)

Flowers from the Carrizo Plain, ISO 100, 1/40, f/18.

Flowers from the Carrizo Plain, ISO 100, 1/250, f/9.

Normally, for flowers, photographers like to photograph plants at a wide-open aperture
(small number), I often use f/5.6. This gets my main focal point sharp and blurs the
background. You could try f/16 to obtain more sharpness in the image but you would
still have out of focus areas on the plant and you would not be able to blur the
background in most cases. So, if you want the background blurred shoot at a wider
aperture, depending on your lens, maybe f/8 to f/5.6 in general. I do sometimes try a
smaller aperture opening, such as f/9 or beyond. On a macro lens, which is what I
normally use, I could most likely use a smaller aperture (higher aperture number) and still
get good bokeh (the blur in the background). The bokeh you get depends on your lens
and the distances involved and varies widely. More expensive lenses generally provide a
more pleasing look but with care you can get a very nice background with any lens. Here
is how Wikipedia defines bokeh: “the aesthetic quality of the blur produced in the
out-of-focus parts of an image produced by a lens.”
(Top: edited in a plug-in program called Topaz Simplify.)

If you shoot with a full frame camera and don’t have a close up lens you will have more of a
problem limiting the shot to just the subject at hand. I can set my Nikon D800 on DX format
(Nikon-speak for crop frame) and that allows me to get in closer to the subject. Check to see
if your full frame camera will allow you to do this. You can also use the Transform tool in
Lightroom to interpolate the photo upwards, which then increases the size of the image in
the frame. I do this often but you do need to have a good quality sharp image to make this
successful. Choose a lens that will allow you to get close up so that the image fills the frame,
this can be a zoom or a fixed lens, but not a wide angle lens unless you want to play with
skewing the flowers and having fun making different images to see how they turn out. Play
is good!
(Bottom: I was shooting the poppies when a bee buzzed right into the shot. I barely got the
bee focused because he was so unexpected and I was shooting so slow. I was trying to get as
much of the layered flowers as I could in focus, so I used a smaller aperture with my macro
lens which slowed down my shutter speed.)

California Poppies & Bee, ISO 100, 1/40, f/29.

If you shoot with a DX (Nikon) or
crop frame camera of any kind
then you have a much better
chance of filling the frame with the
image. I generally shoot with my
Nikon 105mm macro lens (fixed) or
sometimes with my Nikon 24-120 (I
can get as close as 9” with this lens).
I have tried, as someone suggested
in a book I read, using a long lens,
too. If you are in a meadow and
you can get five feet away and
zoom in this might work for you. I
was on a trail and getting five feet
away was difficult so I probably
won’t use that approach again;
and, I did not think the bokeh was
any better, which was what they
said about using a long lens.
Whatever lens you choose to use,
you will need to know how close
you can get to the subject before
the camera will lose the ability to
focus or all your shots will be
totally blurred.

Wildflower, ISO 200, 1/400, f/5.6.

I shoot wildflowers most often
with a very sturdy tripod,
although occasionally I will
shoot hand held. I find the
macro lens works much more
efficiently for me on a tripod. I
can splay my tripod out until the
legs are flat on the ground and
then adjust my camera any way
I want. If your tripod does not
do this, then at times you might
need to shoot hand held. In any
case, shoot straight on to the
subject or below the subject
most of the time, not to say that
shooting from above should not
be done, it depends on the
subject and your intent and
what part of the flower you are
showing off. I can also shoot
from live view on the tripod and
this works well in many cases
when photographing flowers.
So, enough about equipment,
let’s get to the shooting.

Fairy Lantern, ISO 200, 1/200, f/25.

(Left: this Fairy Lantern was
picked—from
my
own
property—taken inside, stuck
into a wad of play dough on a
black background, and lit with a
flashlight.)

Five Spot, ISO 200, 1/320, f/29.

You’re in the wildflower spot and you are surrounded by wildflowers and they all look
alike at first glance. That, however, is not really the case. Look at the flowers,, I mean really
look at them, for a few minutes. Notice the bugs, notice the bug bites on the flowers,
notice flowers that are new or old and dying, notice how the leaves are structured, how
the stems flow. Look at sun and how it is hitting the flowers.. Observe the weather overall
and see what it is doing to the flowers. Take a few minutes to become familiar with your
surroundings and your subject. Generally, wildflower shots are best done on overcast or
cloudy days, the white on the flowers will easily blow out on hot sun days and it will be
hard to get good shots. You do need light, however, and if there are clouds wait until the
situation gives you light but the subject is still somewhat shaded: even light works out
best and that is what you get in light shade, overcast or cloudy days. I like to shoot
wildflowers in the early morning hours before the sun gets too bright but late afternoon
could work, too.

In any case, be aware of the weather and the sun direction. To get the most texture from
wildflowers shoot in low-lying light with the light to the side of the image. When shooting
plants with white you may need to adjust your exposure compensation towards the
minus end, do not add more light, you need to subtract light which will make the white in
the image exposed correctly but the darker areas underexposed. If you add light you will
overexpose the white in the flower

(This was taken in the morning with the sun shining. The sun was to the right of the
flowers and shining across them in the background, which caused a black background. )

Dogwood along the Merced River, Yosemite

ISO 100, 1/60, F/8

I’m not going to get into the
details of exposure, people write
entire books about that, but I can
tell you what I do or have done. I
dial down the light for whites since
I want to get the white with detail
and I like the darker background
most of the time. There are
occasions, since I use back-button
autofocus, where I focus on my
main subject, then move the focal
point to a white flower to expose
and take the shot. If it’s not a white
flower I just focus and expose for
that flower. Knowing how to use
your focus points is critical in
shooting wildflowers, read your
manual if you are not familiar with
this. You must use the focal point
to get the correct part of the
subject in focus.
(Left: taken indoors. I put the
flower into Photoshop, pulled a
purchased texture into PS as a
second layer file, created a mask on
one of the layers, and masked out
the texture from the flower.)

Fairy Lantern w/background texture, ISO 200, 1/200, f/25.

Bitter Root, ISO 400, 1/125, f/18.

On to the really important background for
the subject and this is where the toolkit items
come in handy. Set up your shot and take a
test shot. Look carefully at the background
and the flower. Enlarge the view so that you
can see what is on the flower. I generally try
to blow off bugs and bits and pieces of
nature but the tweezers work well for this.
Yes, you can edit in post but it can get
difficult to get large bugs edited out; been
there, done that! (I don’t like bugs on my
flowers, but you may so if you do like them
there, you can just leave them…). Trample
down or cut any stray grasses around and in
back of the flower, as they will show up in an
unflattering way in the background. Move
around to get the best location for the shot.
Fairy Lantern pod, ISO 200, 1/100, f/5.6.

(Top photo: I carefully cleaned the ground in
front of the flower.)

Wildflower, ISO 400, 1/500, f/16.

Look for colors in back of the flower, is there a
lot of white? White generally does not look
good as bokeh, although you can soften it in
Lightroom in post processing. What other
colors are there? Can you shoot from the
bottom of the plant toward the sky and get a
nice blue background? Can you move your
position to get a more pleasing color in the
background or fewer stray plants? You can
often get a black background outside if the
sun is right, either shooting into the sun or
from the side, in some cases it’s just luck.
(Right: These flowers needed work as they
were worn-looking. I used Photoshop to fill in
some yellow areas and clean things up. Top: I
sat down in the flowers, right at the edge of
the mass, and shot upwards.)
Poppies, ISO 100, 1/800, f/6.3

Take a couple of test shots and then
recompose the composition as needed. Fill
the frame but leave some space around the
plant or flower; parts of the plant can go off
the frame if it looks good that way. Set your
flower in the composition as per the Rule of
Thirds where the grid pattern would
intersect, this is where the eye naturally
goes. Leave plenty of room if a flower leans
forward so that it will not be viewed as
“going off the page.” Watch what you do
include and what you don’t include, make
decisions about this, don’t just let it happen.
You can use a hat to shield the flower from
too much sun if needed. You can use a stick
or rocks to prop up a flower so it’s not
sagging but instead standing up brightly.
Get on the ground—use the spread for
this— and shoot from different angles to
test which one turns out best. Know ahead
of time what you are capable of editing out
and what cannot be edited out. Add light
with your flashlight and see how this works
out. Experiment, but be very aware of the
background and how the image is fitting
into the frame. Take your time. If it is windy
just wait and usually there will be a very
short still time where you can snap off a
couple of quick shots. You may have to
shoot with a faster shutter speed if it’s
windy. You can set the black foam core
board behind the flower, too, and then your
background will turn out black, although
you will most likely have to blacken it in post
so be sure to expose at the lightest possible
exposure for the flower. You can also use the
foam core board as a wind block if you can
prop it up. I have many wildflowers on a trail
on my property and I sometimes pick them
and shoot them indoors with a black
background and no wind.

Fairy Lantern pod, ISO 200, 1/60, f/5.6.

In Lightroom you can lighten and
darken parts of the plant as
needed; use the brush tool to edit
the specific parts of the flower.. In
Detail, when you sharpen, use the
Masking slider moved to the right
about two-thirds or so, so that the
background is not sharpened: if
you hold down the alt/option key
and click on the mask slider you
will see a black and white image.
Anything white is sharpened
(edges) and anything black is not
sharpened. You can also simply
sharpen the flower only by using
the brush tool. You can edit out
small spots with Lighroom but
anything very large will need to be
deleted in Photoshop. Edit out or
darken any light spots in the
background, again, using the
brush tool in Lightroom. Sharpen
the overall image in Lightroom as
you normally do and you’re done; a
beautiful spring wildflower with a
pleasing background that does not
detract from your main subject: the
flower.
(Left: This flower was shot indoors
with a black background.)
Johnny Jump-up, ISO 100, 1.3 sec., f/20.

